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Next Generation Geospatial Information: From Digital Image Analysis to Spatiotemporal Databases (ISPRS Book Series)Taylor & Francis, 2005

	With the turn of the century our ability to collect and store geospatial information has increased considerably. This has resulted in ever-increasing amounts of heterogeneous geospatial data, an issue that poses new challenges and opportunities. As these rich sources of data are made available, users rely, now more than ever, on the...
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Pancreatic Cancer: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004


	Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma is the fourth leading cause of cancer

	death in the United States. Annually approximately 30,000 Americans are

	diagnosed with the disease and most will die from it within five years. Pancreatic

	ductal adenocarcinoma is unique because of its late onset in age, high

	mortality, small tumor samples...
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Game Programming Using QTPackt Publishing, 2016

	A complete guide to designing and building fun games with Qt and Qt Quick 2 using associated toolsets


	About This Book

	
		Learn to create simple 2D to complex 3D graphics and games using all possible tools and widgets available for game development in Qt
	
		Understand technologies such as QML,...
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Complex IT Project Management: 16 Steps to SuccessCRC Press, 2003
Project Managers leading massive IT projects--defined as projects rolling out deliverables across geographic boundaries with budgets ranging well into the millions--need a unique level of expertise and an arsenal of personal and professional skills to successfully accomplish their tasks. Large IT initiatives inherently contain business...
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Sams Teach Yourself MySQL in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2000
Sams Teach Yourself MySQL in 21 Days teaches you to design and implement your own open source database. Topics include: Designing and Creating your First Database, Normalizing your Data, Adding Tables, Columns, and Indexes, MySQL Data Types, Importing and Exporting Data, Locks and Keys, Building a MyODBC Interface, Building a Perl Interface,...
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CCA Citrix Metaframe: Citrix Metaframe XP 1.0 AdministrationSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for exam 220, Citrix MetaFrame XP 1.0 for Windows Administration. This study guide provides:
In-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical information on administering MetaFrame XP 1.0 for Windows Hundreds of challenging review questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software,...
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Enterprise JavaBeans Component Architecture: Designing and Coding Enterprise ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2002
Proven techniques and patterns for enterprise development.

	Design guidelines for EJB 2.0 component architecture
	Powerful patterns for enterprise application design
	Extensive real-world code examples
	Covers every type of component, including message-driven beans


This...
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Going Wi-Fi: A Practical Guide to Planning and Building an 802.11 NetworkCMP Books, 2003
Make informed decisions about planning and installing 802.11 “Wi-Fi” wireless networks. This book helps you tackle the challenge, whether installing Wi-Fi within an existing corporate network, or setting up a wireless network from scratch in any business or organization. Author Janice Reynolds guides you through everything you need...
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Transport Equations in Biology (Frontiers in Mathematics)Birkhauser, 2006
This book presents models written as partial differential equations and originating from various questions in population biology, such as physiologically structured equations, adaptive dynamics, and bacterial movement. Its purpose is to derive appropriate mathematical tools and qualitative properties of the solutions (long time behavior,...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Guide: PC Technician (Exams 220-602, 220-603 & 220-604)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career
Mike Meyers, the leading authority on CompTIA A+ training and certification, has helped hundreds of thousands of people master the skills covered on the CompTIA A+ exams--and now he can help you, too. Completely updated for the new CompTIA A+ standards, Mike Meyers' CompTIA...
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Informatics: 10 Years Back. 10 Years Ahead (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2001
From August 27 to 31, 2000, the International Conference and Research Center for Computer Science in Schloss Dagstuhl, Dagstuhl for short, celebrated its 10th anniversary. Since its founding in 1990, the objective of the Center has been to promote world-class research in computer science, support leading-edge continuing education, and promote the...
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Best Practice in Labour and Delivery (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2009
An understanding of when and how to intervene is the key to good obstetric care. This textbook is an encompassing reference covering all the essential information relating to childbirth; it offers clear practical guidance on all aspects of labour and delivery. Written by well-known leading experts, each chapter offers a modern authoritative...
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